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fi 1 ? The three nucléon transfer reactions induced by Li on C 
were studied from 5 to 9 HeV/n. The bell-shaped energy variation is 
used to select cluster states of progressively higher angular momentum. 
A modification to the Brink semi-classical model equations is proposed 
in order to reproduce the observed features. 
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The differential cross-sections for multinucleon transfer 
l ?̂  reactions * -. are often featureless and serve as poor signatures 

of the J-value of a state. Such structureless distributions are 
not peculiar to heavy ion induced transfer, since this characteristic 
appeared in studies of (a.p) reactions at high energy for example '. 
Potentially, however, these multinucléon transfers can uniquely 
give us information on new types of correlation in nuclear motion 
in areas inaccessible in general with conventional light ion 
reactions. In studying transfer reactions induced by an intermediate 
ion like Li, from 5 to 9 MeV/n, we find that the energy variation 
is bell-shaped rather than being a monotonous function as was found 
at lower energy '. It will appear that it is more sensitive to 
the angular momentum involved than the angular distribution. 

The excitation curves for the reactions C( Li.t) 0 
12 6 ^ 1S and C( Li, He) N have been measured simultaneously at 10° lab. 

with a 160 y AE and a 5000 v E telescope. The experiment was 
performed with 32 HeV to 52 HeV Li projectiles from the Strasbourg 
HP accelerator. We used 100 ug/cm2 self supporting 2C targets. 
The resolution was of the order of 120 keV. In addition, angular 
distributions were taken from e. _ = 12° to 95° at EA, • = 48 MeV 

c m . °Li 
for the most strongly excited states in 50 and N. 
The spectrum taken at 44 MeV for l J 0 , in fig. 1, illustrates the 
selectivity for one of these reactions. The same selectivity has 
been saen in spectra resulting from other three nucléon transfer 

12 12 9 ' reactions leading to the same nuclei, namely C( C, Be) and 



1 2 C ( 1 0 B , Li- Be) . This similarity between the three different 
reactions can be taken as evidence for the direct nature of these 
reactions. The measured angular distributions show an exponential 
fall off out to 60°, again typical of direct reactions. When the 
differential cross-sections are plotted against the linear momentum 
transferqone obtains a q dependence for small q rather than the 
q dependence predicted in ref. 7, but in accordance with the 
results of ref. 1. 

In fig. 2 is shown the energy variation for the 
differential cross sections at 10° lab. for the most strongly 
excited states in the reaction C( Li,t) 0. At this forward angle, 
the yield is about one fifth of the yield summed over the twenty 
measured angles. The salient point which comes out from the 
experimental data is that the excitation curves are bell-shaped 
and that the centrofd of each individual curve moves systematically 
to higher energies the higher the value of the transferred angular 
momentum I. The step is about 4 HeV per unit'fi. W'i checked with 
less populated states close to the strongly populated ones that 
the above feature is not an effect of the Q-value. This explanation 
was put forward recently for the Ne induced reactions ' on C. 
In this latter experiment, it was found that the observed curves 
are rather insensitive to spin assignment but depend mostly on the 
Q-value. It is not clear whether this conclusion characterizes 
these specific reactionsor is due to the fact that the energy 
dependence of 5 MeV wide excitation energy windows was considered. 
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We have presented results for discrete levels. For the 7/2 

( E e x c - 7.28 MeV) and the 9/2
+ ( E e x c * 10.47 HeV) states, both of 

them corresponding to a a = 4 transfer, it is clear that the expe

rimental curves (fig. 2) have the same shape and position. There

fore it gives strong support for the statement that the curves in 

fig. 2 are rather insensitive to the Q-value and depend mainly on 

the i directly and, hence, on the final spin J = at 1/2. The spin 

information is evidently contained in the magnitude of the cross-

section, where it is observed that the 4+ 1/2 state is more strongly 

populated than the i- 1/2 state. The experimental data for the 

mirror reaction C( Li, He) N show a similar spectrum and the 

same energy behaviour as in fig. 2. Qualitatively, the cross-section 

is maximum when the energy is such as to better match the angular 

momentum involved. This is in qualitative agreement with the 

argument ' that the population of final states requiring transfer 

of high angular momentum is enhanced at higher energy. 

To gain more physical insight into the energy dependence 

we describe the reaction by a semi-classical theory ' ' which gives 

the probability (P) for transfer of a particle of mass m from a 

projectile state with orbital angular and magnetic quantum numbers 

(ij Xj) to a final state (t2 x 2 ) . Then 

p ' s l s l \ Ù (f • °)l2 I/*2 (f.o)l2* 
1 2 , 2

 2 2 (1) 
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where R = R x + R 2 and 

AL = A 2 - X , + i k 0 ( R J - R J ) + Q e f f /R v (2) 

Ak = k„ - XJ/RJ - x2/R., (3) 

The notation being as in ref. 1, the conditions (2) and (3) relate 
the energy dependence to the quantum numbers of the state. Total 
transition probabilities between states (Jj.ij) and ( J 2 , J U ) were 
calculated by summing over the final X 2 and averaging over x x, 
weighted by coupling coefficients for the particle spin and angular 
momentum. Details of the bound state wave functions are ignored, 
apart from the spherical harmonics in eq. (1) and YR which is 
related to the binding energies in the initial and final states. 

Brink's semi-classical model ' would not usually be 
applied in the present case '. In fact, the curves calculated 
with eq. (1) do not reproduce the position and, in some cases even, 
the shape of the experimental curves. Hence, we used in the previous 
equations a value for the radius R 2 which gives the best adjustement 
to the data for each final state. In this way we have obtained a 
satisfactory agreement between the calculated and the experimental 
curves, as shown in fig. 2. The fitted R 2, and thus R eff="i + R 2 

are found to be linearly related to l as shown in fig. 3. To a 
good approximation, they have the form r(2t + 1) and, thus, are 
determined by l 2, which here is equal to the transferred angular 
momentum n. This seems to be very close to the situation met by 
Oglobin ' in the { Li,d) and ( Li,t) reaction studies : on an 
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experimental basis related to the maxima in the angular distributions 
he introduced an effective interaction radius R e f f . The deduced 
values are approximately proportional to the transferred angular 
momentum, as we have also found. For the calculations we took the 
spectroscopic factors Sj and S 2 equal to unity in eq. (1) ; thus 
for each curve we have one free parameter namely a normalization 
factor which is proportional to the product S,.S 2. 

The modification proposed above is not peculiar to Li 
reactions only but predicts an energy variation in the C( Li.t) 0 
reaction which is in good agreement with a few preliminary experi
mental measurements. 

We have seen that with an intermediate ion like lithium 
multi-nucleon transfer reactions can be induced with appreciable 
cross sections. There is the additional bonus that better resolu
tions are currently obtainable compared to heavier projectiles. 
In addition we have established, at least for Li reactions on 
spin zero targets, that the experimental excitation function is 
a clear signature of the *. Therefore, this method can be used as 
an attractive alternative to the more common angular distribution 
and correlation measurements for determining i. 

Even for a Li projectile the Brink model, including the 
proposed modification, can predict the energy variation for a 
given » in a simple and convenient way. It will be of interest 
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to see how the relative spectroscopic factors extracted compare to 
those deduced from a DWBA analysis of the angular distributions. 
A open question is : can the DWBA predict the energy dependence 
without an ad hoc modification of the parameters at each energy ? 

We are indebted to Dr. D.K. Scott, Dr. K. Nagatani and 
Dr. A.P. Zuker for very helpful discussions. We wish to thank 
Dr. R.M. Freeman for a critical reading of the manuscript. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1. Energy spectrum for the reaction C( Li.t) 0 
at E u b = 44 HeV and a l a b = 10°. 

Fig. 2. Energy variation of the differential cross-
sections at e,, h = 10° for states excited by different 
angular momentum transfers in the reaction C( L1,t) 0. 
The solid lines are the theoretical curves based on 
eq. (1). 

Fig. 3. The effective radius R « entering in e v (1) 
is plotted against the angular momentum transferred is i - J ± 1/2 as circles for 0 and crosses for 
N. The straight line is a linear fit to the data 

points and has the form R -f = 2.79 + 0.24 (2* + 1). 
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